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Had the camp been allowed to award one VC, the recipient of that honour would have been

Arthur Lang, and that by universal acclamation... In September1857, an inexperienced young

Engineer officer, was given what turned out to be a key role at the turning point of the Indian

Mutiny. He had to decide weather the breaches at the Kashmere bastion were wide enough to

allow for the attack, and had then lead the assault on himself. To those who saw him then,

'fighting like a paladin,' through the recapture of Delhi, and later through the relief and the final

capture of Lucknow, Lang seemed to bear a charmed life. He was the only Engineer officer to

fight in all those major back to building roads. He was awarded no VC, never published his own

story. He left behind him a reputation for kindness and contentment- and a journal of his life.

This book takes from that journal his story of the Mutiny It gives an intensively dramatic day-by-

day account of how Lang and his easy-going friends were transformed into fierce and vengeful

warriors, and why in the end he decided that they had done enough.
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1857The Capture of Lucknow, March 1858INTRODUCTIONby Christopher Hibbert(Author of

The Great Mutiny India 1857)‘This is splendid, no nonsense about it. We are fighting close up

now, hurrying on the most rapid of sieges, working recklessly under fire.’These words were

written on the ridge outside Delhi on 12 September, 1857, and rarely has a young officer’s

intense excitement in the danger of war been so well conveyed.On the evening of the next day

their author, Lieutenant Arthur Moffatt Lang of the Bengal Engineers, was ordered to inspect

the breach which the British Army’s heavy guns had made in the walls surrounding the city.

Behind these walls thousands of mutinous Indian troops were defying their British masters in

the name of Bahadur Shah II, descendant of the Moghul Emperors who had ruled here before

the British came. On the outcome of the proposed assault depended the immediate future of

Britain’s Empire in India.Lieutenant Lang was told to climb up the steep slope towards the

breach as soon as it was dark and to report as to whether or not an immediate assault was

practicable. ‘I preferred going when I could see,’ his account continues, ‘so went at once… and

taking four riflemen crossed the road leading to the river… and slunk up through some trees to

the foot of the glacis. Leaving my riflemen under a tree, I ran up the glacis and sat on the edge

of the counterscarp and examined the appearance.… I ran back, fired at, and coming in was

fired at by our own sentries.’ In this characteristically modest way Lang described a brave

reconnaissance which many thought should have won him a Victoria Cross. His concise report

led to the British commanders deciding upon the assault on Delhi which was ordered to take



place that night.The letters and diaries in which Lang vividly describes this assault have long

been known to historians of the Indian Mutiny. But they have not before been published in book

form; and readers will be deeply grateful to Leo Cooper for bringing them out in this edition and

to David Blomfield for his skilful editing.Arthur Moffatt Lang’s account is memorable both as a

revealing self-portrait of a young Victorian officer and as a chronicle of the savage conflict in

which he played so courageous a part. His delight in the excitement of war is evident from the

moment he leaves Lahore for Delhi, choking with indignation, as he puts it, at the cruelty with

which the poor ladies had been treated at Meerut, where the Mutiny had broken out, and

hoping ‘no quarter, no mercy will be the cry when we have the upper hand.’It is extraordinary

that Lang was not shot himself, that while taking part in some of the heaviest fighting of those

years, he was not once hit until – when the conflict was almost over – he was sent spinning by

a stinging crack on the shoulder from a bullet which glanced off his pouch-belt. At Agra he

described riding through sepoys like a wild Crusader, ‘slashing and thrusting’. At Delhi, where

he scrambles breathlessly across the tumbled masonry, the bullets seem to pass like a hissing

sheet of lead over his head. ‘But on we rushed, shouting and cheering, while the grape and

musketry from every street and from rampart and housetop knocked down men and officers. It

was exciting to madness.’As well as the sound of fury of fighting, Lang’s diary evokes the

beauty of the Indian landscape, the broad rivers with their green banks, the splendid, gleaming

mosques and the red walls of forts glowing in the evening sunlight, forest walks where

peacocks strut proudly beneath the trees and monkeys scamper and chatter in the branches,

and over all is the strong scent of the babul blossoms. There are well-observed and

entertaining character sketches: not least that of the Commander-in-Chief, Sir Colin Campbell

himself, a Glaswegian carpenter’s son with a ferocious temper and a sharp, pink, lively face,

gesticulating with both hands and hissing through clenched teeth as he argues furiously with

the Chief Engineer. There are glimpses, too, of English ladies in bonnets, cheering the troops

as they march across the bridge into Agra; of picnics at the Taj Mahal and dances on its

smooth marble floor. Contrasting with these is the pervading brutality, the horror of the scenes

at Cawnpore where evidence of the massacre lies scattered upon every side – bloodstained

slippers and socks and bits of clothing, letters and leaves of books and locks of long hair. ‘No

officer standing in these rooms spoke to another. I know I could not have spoken. I felt as if my

heart was stone and my brain fire, and that the spot was enough to drive one mad.… I thought

when I had killed twelve men outright at the battle of Agra, that I had done enough: I think now

I shall never stop if I get a chance again.’For all his protestations of hatred for the mutineers

and for all the harsh treatment to which his own native soldiers were occasionally submitted at

his hands, Lang was capable of profoundly tender feelings. He writes in moving terms of the

death of his friend Home, a ‘horrid dream’ from which he ‘longed to wake’, and of that of Elliot

Brownlow, ‘such a splendid fellow, God bless him’. Indeed, the death of Brownlow ‘cast a gloom

over the campaign as far as it concerns me’, he writes, ‘and has rendered it distasteful to me

and spoiled all my pleasure in war and victory and Lucknow’. The young man who had

professed himself intensely happy while campaigning, who had thanked God that he had

chosen to live the life of a soldier, now had had enough. He had been fighting as an infantry

man, revelling in the excitement. He now wanted nothing more than to return to Lahore and to

marry the girl with whom he had fallen in love before he left. So, declining more adventurous

appointments, he went back to a comparatively humdrum life in Public Works.His subsequent

career was one of only moderate distinction. He was eventually promoted colonel and in 1908

awarded a C.B. It seemed a modest crowning honour for a soldier who had been

recommended three times for the Victoria Cross and was four times mentioned in despatches.



But he now at last has a fitting memorial: it is contained in the pages that

follow.FOREWORDBy Lieutenant-General Sir Derek Lang KCB, DSO, MCIs there room for

another book on the Indian Mutiny? I believe there is when the material in it is taken direct from

the diaries and journals of an eye witness, and Arthur Moffatt Lang (always referred to in our

family as AML) was in the thick of the fighting at Delhi and Lucknow. This edition has been put

together by David Blomfield, one of AML’s grandsons by his second marriage. I am also a

grandson – the son of AML’s youngest son by his first marriage.Despite the care with which the

diaries and journals were written and with which his family preserved them, our grandfather

never thought of publishing his own story of the Mutiny. He was too modest. He realized that,

even among his family, not everyone would study the journals he sent home as carefully as his

mother would. There is a nice touch in a letter to his brother George where he suggests that

George was no doubt told to read them by an insistent parent!Some of AML’s colleagues,

however, rushed into print. Medley, his ‘companion of the breach’, was one of the first. Medley’s

descriptions of the inspection of the breach (omitting AML’s earlier inspection) and of the

capture of Kadam Rasul were then used by all nineteenth-century historians, who naturally

gave AML only minor billing. He made no effort to correct the story.It was not until Field-

Marshal Lord Roberts’s autobiography was published in 1897, followed by the biography of Sir

Alex Taylor by his daughter in 1913, that AML’s role was recognised. AML let Taylor’s daughter

use his diary, and even added an ‘explanation’ for his bravery – his short-sightedness.After

AML’s death, the diaries and journals remained in the family. Then, in 1930 the Society for

Army Historical Research asked if they might publish excerpts. The editors, first Lieutenant-

Colonel Leslie and then Colonel Molesworth, produced an admirably annotated series of

selections for their military readership. There was, however, very little about AML as a family

man. Quite naturally they concentrated on the military details.In this edition, which is based

primarily on the journal, there has been room for far more material. We can now see something

of the man himself, of the family that formed so many of his ideals, of the romance of his

proposal in the middle of the Mutiny year, of how it felt to witness what must have appeared to

be the total dismemberment of British achievements and ideals.He was a man, naturally gentle

and forbearing, who showed deep respect for the ‘Ladies’, loved home, enjoyed sport, and

displayed fervour for his religion. For the mutineers, however, he had a bitter hatred, and the

Cawnpore massacre of women and children accentuated that hatred. Still, war in the mid-

nineteenth century was hard and cruel; no quarter was given on either side, and the mutineers

were as formidable opponents as any the British had encountered in their history. For his own

part, AML too was proud of his profession of arms and was exhilarated by the excitement of

combat. (Indeed his battle exploits would make thrilling cinema or television and are much

healthier than the vandalistic violence on our screens today.) Once peace was restored,

however, AML reverted to type and dedicated his working life to India’s welfare.There is still,

however, much in his diaries that could not be included here. This book attempts to do no more

than tell his story, and this alone involves a cast list of over 160. It includes every one of AML’s

close friends and those colleagues and commanders who played a major role in his life and the

Mutiny. It keeps his comments on them and their actions. What it omits are his many very

detailed lists of the actions, lives and – most especially – the deaths of many more officers and

men, most of whom he scarcely knew. There is, therefore, still much more for historians to

study, and many discoveries yet to be made.In the 1930s the journal, diary and other AML

letters of the Mutiny years were lodged in the British Library, where they were beautifully bound

and preserved for future research. All major works on the Mutiny now include them in their

bibliographies. A few quote from them, but only from those selections made by the Journal of



the Society for Army Historical Research. Very few have consulted the diary or the journal. We

hope that more will do so in the future.An inevitable problem for any historian is that spelling

does not stay the same. This is true of every country. Of India it is true as it is of nowhere else.

In 1857 the effort to transcribe Indian words into English produced a situation where AML, who

was anything but a careless writer, was within the year writing at one time ‘Delhi’ and at

another ‘Dehli’. So too he has Cabul and Cashmere where later in his own life he would be

writing Kabul and Kashmir. (Oddly, ‘Kashmere’ is now the usual spelling of the Gate and

Bastion he stormed in 1857 – close to his own spelling of ‘Cashmere’.) The spelling of the

places he knew then is now of course the concern of the people of India, Pakistan and

Afghanistan. This edition therefore follows current usage, only using older forms (Cawnpore,

Ganges, Jumna, Alam Bagh) where these are still acceptable alternatives. As AML was clearly

quite happy to change his spellings to accord with current usage, who are we to do otherwise?

To help his readers interpret his journal AML would sometimes add maps. These sketches,

slotted into the body of the text, were remarkably accurate, as might be expected of the man

who was to draw the official map of the capture of Lucknow. The maps in this book are nearly

all based on those sketch maps. Julian Mann has copied them line for line. Only the wording

has been changed.Julian Mann’s illustrations too are either copied from contemporary

photographs or from sketches made at the time by one of AML’s fellow Bengal Engineers,

Captain G. F. Atkinson, for the Illustrated London News. Atkinson did not serve at Delhi himself,

but he was able to sketch the soldiers from life, along with their weapons and beasts of burden.

It seems that he gathered the rest of his material from his fellow officers. It is therefore hardly

surprising that there is an uncanny resemblance between AML and some of the figures in his

drawings.I first visited Delhi in 1957, a hundred years after the Mutiny, as a member of a group

from the Canadian National Defence College. To my surprise I found that the Kashmere Gate –

no longer of any significance and still in bad disrepair – had a memorial tablet leaning against it

recording the siege in 1857. Later at a sumptuous dinner in Peshawar with the Pakistan

Brigade, surrounded by magnificent silver memorabilia of the British Raj, three of us – the

Pakistani Brigade Commander, a Canadian Brigadier, and I – were in conversation. After a

while I noticed that the Canadian was no longer contributing to the discussion.‘John,’ I said,

‘what has happened? You are no longer with us!’ He laughed and said, ‘I am the odd one out.

You two share a much older tradition militarily than you share with us in Canada.’He was of

course quite right, and I believe many Indians and Pakistanis, civil and military, are grateful for

the legacy left them by the Victorian British. We too, their British successors, should be equally

grateful to AML and his generation for the help they gave in moulding those traditions, and for

the subsequent privilege we enjoyed of fighting alongside the Indian Army in two world wars.

Certainly my own memories of serving in the desert in World War Two with those magnificent

warriors in their Fourth Division will never grow dim.INDIA, 1857CHAPTER 1The Man and the

MutinyTHE MAN‘If ever I become a great hero, a second Iron Duke, what valuable documents

will these sheets be for compiling the materials for a history of the early portion of this

illustrious man’s career!’ In August, 1854, when he wrote these words to his mother in his

customary neat black handwriting, 2nd-Lieutenant Arthur Moffatt Lang of the Bengal Engineers

was in fact feeling anything but heroic. He had just arrived in Calcutta, was waiting to be sent to

his first posting in the service of the East India Company and was finding Calcutta exceedingly

dull. ‘One must always be en grande tenue, always when out with a great black hat on, always

with a dark coat and so on. It is as bad as London in its strict stiffness – in fact worse because

everyone is so much better known. I find my short-sightedness a great enemy on the “course”

for I shall get the credit of cutting everyone there soon. I hardly see one in ten in time to bow to



them.’Young Lang was never destined to become a great hero, nor indeed did he ever show the

slightest wish to be one – he simply enjoyed spicing his letters home with elaborate self-

mockery. However, fate almost took him at his word, and for just one year of his life he was to

play a memorably heroic, if minor, role in one of the most bitter and bloody campaigns of the

British Raj, and Lang’s most famous act of heroism in that year he would ruefully ascribe to

that same short-sightedness he so deplored on the course at Calcutta.At the age of twenty-

one Lang was certainly not looking for military glory. He had very different plans. He had

passed out ‘top of his batch’ at the East India Company’s Officer Training Seminary at

Addiscombe, and as such was a holder of its coveted Pollock Medal. He was also an

enthusiastic sportsman who had captained both the cricket and football teams. Yet he nursed

no great ambitions to use his academic and physical talents as a fighting soldier. Like most of

his contemporaries, he coveted an appointment either in the Company’s Political Department

as an administrator or as an Executive Engineer in its Public Works Department – and in 1854,

he knew, the Company was in even greater need than usual for both administrators and

engineers.At that time the East India Company, generally referred to either as EIC or John

Company, ruled virtually the whole of the sub-continent of India in the interests, and with the

support, of the government of Great Britain. Under its Governor-General, with his headquarters

in Calcutta, India was divided into three great Presidencies: Bombay, Madras and Bengal. In

addition to these over the last few years, the Governor-General, Lord Dalhousie, had annexed,

for what he saw as the most philanthropic reasons, both the Punjab and Oudh. Both had

indeed been appallingly misgoverned in the past, but he was well aware that not all the

inhabitants of these two new provinces would see philanthropy in quite the terms he did. He

therefore decided to convince them of the benefits of Company rule by ensuring that they had

the very best of administrators and engineers.Although even then there was a large and well-

trained Indian Civil Service, several of the Company’s senior political officers and most of its

civil engineers came from the ranks of the army. Able men were used wherever the Company

needed them, regardless of their previous training or experience. Most officers welcomed the

chance of such postings, as the pay and prospects for promotion were better there than in

regimental service. Certainly Lang would welcome any such opportunity.He had chosen his

career with care and with real knowledge of what it involved. He came from a family whose

roots were in India, and his parents were quite prepared, indeed eager, to see their children

follow a way of life that would commit them to spending all their professional careers in one

continent followed by retirement to another with which they had no more than certain distant,

though very well maintained, family connections. It was after all what they had done

themselves.Lang’s father had served in the Indian Civil Service as a respected judge in the

North-West Provinces, and had recently retired to Harrow where he cut an equally respected, if

engagingly eccentric, figure in literary society. Lang’s grandfather, Robert Lang of Moor Park,

had been a great bibliophile, the friend of Walter Scott and owner of one of the finest private

libraries in the land. Lang’s mother, to whom he addressed his journals, was by birth a Tickell,

a family descended from the minor eighteenth-century poet Thomas Tickell, but more recently

known for the number of soldiers and administrators it contributed to the government of

India.SARAH LANG (1812–1880)Lang’s mother, to whom he addressed his journals, had nine

children. None of her letters has survived, but his letters suggest that, very much the matriarch,

she had spotted a wife for him back in England, if only he would wait for his first leave – ten

years hence. In the event, however, he married – as she had done – within the Raj. Sarah’s

father, Lieutenant-General Richard Tickell, was also a Bengal Engineer. He could have been in

Lang’s mind at Delhi, for he too made his name by a daring single-handed inspection of a



breach: it led to the capture of Gurrah Mandela in 1819. Like grandfather, like

grandson.Although he knew just what his chosen career entailed, Lang had spent hardly any

time in India himself. Indeed he hardly knew his parents. Like most children of what were then

described as ‘Anglo-Indian’ families, he had been sent home at the age of six to England for

his education, and had been brought up by his aunt, Miss Mary Lang of Sudbury House,

Harrow. Briefly, after his father’s retirement and while he was himself being trained at

Addiscombe, he and his parents were in the same country. Now they were once again divided

by half the world, and were unlikely ever to meet again apart from the odd month or two of his

home leave, which he could expect to be granted only once during his years of service.He was,

however, used to speaking to them through letters, and like most of his friends he would devote

a remarkable amount of time to writing to them. To his mother he would send every few weeks

his ‘journal’, some ten sheets of closely written, fluent prose, with scarcely a single correction,

detailing what he had been doing, whom he had met and what he hoped to achieve. The

journal was based very largely on his diary. This diary he wrote up every day of his adult life

regardless of where he was. He would begin with a comment on the weather and then take the

events of the day in the order they occurred. (On the last day of his life, when he was too weak

to write it himself, the diary was filled in by his wife. That final entry gives the details of his last

hours. It begins, however, with a description of the weather. He would have approved.)The

journal Lang sent home was less austere than the diary. It added lively descriptions of scenery

and people, background information that would be essential to those at home. It was also less

technical and occasionally less frank. He did not, for instance, copy from the diary for the ‘dear

home circle’ the gorier or more technical details of the military actions in which he was

involved, nor in rather different circumstances quite how many times he danced with this or that

girl!His journals (and the diaries) were carefully preserved by the family, and so too were many

of his other letters, for he also wrote letters regularly to all his relations, many of whom kept

them. To his father he would send just the occasional separate missive, often covering the

more technical or more violent subjects, or referring specifically to meetings with his father’s

friends. To his sister Mary, (Pussy) – to whom he was very close – and to his brothers, the

letters would be jocular (though occasionally, as in those to his third brother, the idle scamp

Monty, the tone could be mock avuncular). He was very much the respected, beloved eldest

brother, deeply concerned over his family’s plans, partly perhaps because he found his father

too vague and easy-going. Most especially, though not as often as he felt he should, he wrote

to his Aunt Mary.Mary Lang, his ‘Englische Mutter’ as he called her, had played a role typical of

maiden aunts in Anglo-Indian middle-class families throughout the nineteenth and well into the

twentieth century. She had enough money to maintain a large house in Harrow, and this was

home to all her nephews throughout their schooldays (The younger brothers went to Harrow

School, unlike Arthur who went first to Rugby and then to Cheltenham). Her house also

provided a base for the few holidays his parents spent ‘at home’. It was hardly surprising that

on their retirement they too settled in Harrow.Mary Lang probably deserves the credit for

inculcating in her eldest nephew a real interest in art, architecture and literature. He had had a

conventional public school education, which we can assume was very like that described in

Tom Brown’s Schooldays, as he specifically comments in his journal that he had been lent a

copy and ‘very much enjoyed reading it – so very truthful a picture of old Rugby life it is’. He

clearly had a proper grounding in the classics and a scientific education appropriate to his

career as an engineer, but he also had an interest in the arts, in botany and in entomology far

beyond the conventional needs of his calling. When he eventually got away from the stifling

conventions of Calcutta, his enthusiastic descriptions of the countryside and of the architecture



of India were not simply those of a man who had in a sense come home. They were full of

parallels drawn from the world of cultured Victorian society. He knew of, even if he had not

visited, the great buildings and galleries of continental Europe. He was interested in the

countryside not just as a landscape but as a subject for botanical study. For a conventional

English gentleman – and he was most certainly that – he had had an unusually well-rounded

education.There was, however, one part of that education that clearly marked him more than

any other. It was particularly important to him, to his family, and most certainly to his Aunt Mary.

This was his religion. He was a devoted, extremely conscientious, unquestionably sincere,

member of the Church of England.Lang’s religious convictions played a major role in

everything he did and thought and planned over his first few years in India up to the outbreak

of the Mutiny. They would do the same for the rest of his life. What happened to his religion in

the stress of war was a different matter, a matter that obviously puzzled and distressed him. He

often agonized over it in his diaries and letters, but clearly found no satisfactory answer.In the

early 1850s there was nothing especially unusual in a young officer in India holding very strong

religious convictions. Young Lang was in good company. Since the days of the Lord Protector

there had never been a time or a place where there were so many British officers who were

committed Christians as there were in India in the 1850s. The major difference was that in

India those officers, or at least those in political and administrative posts, were not only

committed Christians; they were also extraordinarily competent at their jobs. Cromwell would

have been amazed and overjoyed to have had just one or two men of comparable virtue and

ability. In India their name was legion. They were the glory of the British Raj, yet ironically those

same virtues and abilities were largely responsible for almost bringing the Raj down around

their distinguished ears.THE MUTINYAs every schoolchild is supposed to know, the Indian

Mutiny was sparked off by the issue to the Indian Army of new cartridges that the Hindus

thought were greased with cow fat and the Moslems thought were greased with pig. These

cartridges, however, were not the cause of the Mutiny. Its cause lay far deeper than the issue of

some new cartridges.The Indian Army had been created in the eighteenth century by the EIC

to defend the trade the Company had established and the property it had acquired. It was in

many ways a most unusual institution. It was quite separate, and very different, from the British

Army, which had several regiments of its own stationed in India. The British Army had British

officers, British NCOs, and British troops. In the Indian Army, on the other hand, although each

regiment was commanded by British officers (the Indian officers, however experienced they

might be, played only subordinate roles) almost all the NCOs and all the troops were Indian

(Exceptions to this were certain ‘European’ regiments and some of the artillery.).At first this

racial division in the Indian Army seemed to both nations both reasonable and efficient. The

British had the money, the military expertise and the will to win. The Indians were used to

mercenary service in armies of occupation, were enthusiastic soldiers and enjoyed the status

given by employment in what was a smart and effective force. The Army flourished.In the

eighteenth century the British officers of the Indian Army still had something about them of the

buccaneer. They may have had less professional training than officers in the British Army, but

they had the dash their job required, and they knew their sepoys [troops] personally in a way

that would have been unthinkable in most British regiments. They would even participate quite

cheerfully alongside their troops in the occasional native festival, whether Hindu or Moslem.

After all, their own religion was scarcely skin deep, if indeed professed at all. The relationship

was, of course, never one of equals – it was properly paternalistic – but it was one that ensured

that the troops respected their officers and that the officers recognized the men.It was with the

new century that something began to change. First, a new professionalism crept into the officer



corps. This in itself was no bad thing. Indeed it began to attract to the Indian Army men of

outstanding ability. The problem was that the more able the officer the more likely it was that he

would be appointed to a political or executive post. The best officers were therefore no longer

serving with the regiments. The less able ones were left to train the Army.A further problem

was that the officers of the native regiments were not only short on skills, they were short on

numbers. When Lang himself was later to come face to face with the threat of major mutiny, it

was from four native regiments in which the highest ranked officer on parade was a captain.

Lang’s own regiment was hardly better off. In 1846, for instance, twelve of the officers in the

Bengal Engineers had civil administrative posts and twenty-six more were in the Public Works

Department. Consequently at their headquarters at Roorkee the Bengal Sappers and Miners

were officered by one major, one captain, and fourteen 2nd-lieutenants (several of whom had

been transferred from infantry regiments and had no engineering training at all). When there

was a war to be fought – and there recently had been major ones against the Afghans and

against the Sikhs in the Punjab – the more senior officers had to abandon their roads and

railways and resume their military careers, commanding troops about whom they knew nothing

and in some cases cared even less.It could of course be argued that the better qualified

officers were doing even more important jobs as administrators. So they were, at least from the

point of view of the civilian population. The administration of justice, the organization of

services, the building of railways, roads and towns could hardly have been placed in better

hands. It could even be argued that, at least in Bengal and the Punjab, when the Mutiny did

break out it was virtually confined to the Indian Army only because the civilian population felt

that they were better off with the British in control. However, it would be wrong simply to blame

the weakness of the regimental officers for the Mutiny. It was just as much the fault of the good

and the great who had left them in charge and gone off to run the country. The problem was

that they were running the country almost too well for its own good; for in addition to the

admirable changes they were making in the administration of justice, health and the economy,

they were setting in train social changes for which the Indians were totally unprepared.These

social changes in India stemmed from changes in Britain itself, changes that had a profound

effect on the moral character and convictions of the men who now came out to be officers in

India. In the eighteenth century the officers had had very few convictions and even fewer

conventional morals. They were mostly freebooters out for what they could get in the way of

plunder. The Indians could understand that. What was the point of war if not for plunder? They

could also sympathize with the officers taking Indian mistresses. After all the mistresses could

teach the officers something of the Indian way of life. In the nineteenth century, however, a new

breed of officer arrived with which they could not sympathize. These officers were men with

morals, convictions, and perhaps even more significantly with wives – and those morals,

convictions and wives were Christian.These men were the first of what would later be called

Victorians, many of them making their mark decades before the queen who gave her name to

the century had been thought of, let alone sat on the throne. They were the true heirs of the

evangelical movement of John Wesley. Though few of them would profess any commitment to

Methodism, they shared the same commitment to Christianity. For the Indians this would be

both a revelation and a threat.Previously the British had interfered very little with Indian

customs, however uncivilized they might appear. Now they set out to reform them. No longer

would widows be allowed to throw themselves on their husbands’ funeral pyres – this ‘suttee’

was wrong, according to the Christian creed. No longer could childless Rajahs adopt sons to

whom to leave their kingdoms – such kingdoms had to be ceded to the British. No longer could

Brahmin sepoys insist that they serve only in India – they must accept service overseas, even



though they would lose caste because of it.To the Indians in general, and to the sepoys in

particular, it suddenly seemed that no one cared about the all-important matter of caste, nor

indeed about the special requirements of Islam. Their British officers of the eighteenth century

had understood them, but their officers now were either old and tired or young and

inexperienced, while these political officers were rushing ahead with reforms that apparently

were designed to destroy their beliefs.The sepoys had never worried overmuch about

nationalism. For them national pride was a luxury that only the rich could afford. Their religion,

however, was quite another matter. Many of them were Brahmins, men of the highest caste,

and their work as soldiers gave them added status. Now, however, it seemed that the British

were for the first time eager to destroy that tradition and force them all into Christianity.The

sepoys were quite right in their instinctive fear of what this new generation of administrators

was about. There was indeed a move to establish a more Christian way of life. Where they

were wrong, however, was in the assumption that the social changes were part of a plot to

convert them to Christianity. Despite their own convictions, very few of the British intended

anything of the sort. However, there is no doubt that the sepoys feared that Christianity would

be forced on them.As a result, for the first six decades of the nineteenth century unrest in the

Indian Army became almost endemic. It could, of course, be dealt with far more ruthlessly than

would ever be allowed in the British Army, which was not in the habit of strapping

troublemakers to the mouths of cannons and blowing them to pieces. In the Indian Army that

was the traditional punishment. However, although it had been inherited from the Indians

themselves, it did nothing to inspire loyalty. Amazingly, despite this unrest, the British

government allowed the ratio of British to Indian troops within the sub-continent to decline from

1:3 to 1:6.In 1857, for those who were prepared to look for them, the signs were there that the

sepoys were deeply unhappy, and their officers had not the ability to prevent minor mutinies,

only to deal with them when they occurred. They no longer participated in the sepoys’ festivals,

no longer spent time talking to their NCOs. They were cut off in their own lines, more

concerned with their memsahibs than their troops. If there was a mutiny on the way they were

in no position to foresee it or forestall it, and in 1857 a major mutiny was most certainly on its

way.The year of 1857 found Lang in Northern India, at Lahore, the chief city of the Punjab. He

was the Executive Engineer, Public Works Department, of the Mian Mir Division. It was not a

glamorous job, but in fact he could scarcely have landed a more interesting appointment.The

Punjab was the land of the Sikhs – Indians who had since the sixteenth century practised a

religion that owed something to both Hinduism and Islam, while also professing much the

same moral and domestic virtues as Christianity. Significantly it prohibited the caste system

and the practice of suttee. Not unnaturally Hindus therefore despised the Sikhs, and Sikhs

hated the Hindus.For decades the rulers of the Punjab were happy for it to act as a buffer state

between British India and the warlike Afghan tribes, but when British prestige was severely

dented by defeats in the Afghan War of 1838–42, the Sikhs decided to attack the British troops

on the frontier. This First Sikh War ended in 1846, following a crushing defeat of the Sikhs.

However, the Governor-General still refrained from outright annexation. Instead he appointed

one of his most able administrators, Henry Lawrence (himself, by training, an army officer), to

the post of British Resident at Lahore, to safeguard British interests and re-establish self-

government.Lawrence was totally committed to this policy, but when he went home on sick

leave in 1848 there was a fresh outbreak of violence. This time British victory was followed by

annexation. The Governor-General realized that this could only succeed if he sent to this vast

new province the very best men he had available. For some time it was to be run by a

triumvirate: the Lawrence brothers, Henry and John – both brilliant administrators, but often



bitterly divided over what policy to administer – with, as peacemaker, Robert Montgomery

(grandfather of the Field-Marshal).ARTHUR LANG (1808–1883)Lang’s father, a man of liberal

ideals and conservative Christian convictions, was a distinguished judge in the EIC. Though by

then retired to Westhill in Harrow, he was one of the few civilians quoted in Malleson’s history

of the Mutiny. His son inherited his sympathy with the Indian people – a sympathy shattered for

a time by the Mutiny but soon restored. To their surprise perhaps, judge and soldier would be

recognised by their descendants as very similar personalities – kindly, gifted, but ultimately

unambitious, Christian gentlemen.This triumvirate typified all that was best in British

administration and in its administrators. All three were men of outstanding ability, and totally

devoted to India and its peoples. Their Christianity was, like that of most of their

contemporaries, imbued with an Old Testament fervour, stern and unforgiving, but always as

demanding on themselves as it was on others. All three had been raised – again like so many

others who would distinguish themselves during the Mutiny – in the stern protestant tradition of

Northern Ireland, a land that has given Britain an exceptionally large number of its best military

leaders.The triumvirate certainly produced miracles for the Punjab, but it took considerable toll

of the triumvirs, who wore themselves out in its service. By 1857 it had been disbanded. Henry

Lawrence had been appointed Chief Commissioner of Oudh, Sir John was now sole Chief

Commissioner of the Punjab, and Montgomery its Judicial Commissioner. These were

supported by other men of exceptional ability whom the Lawrences had attracted to the

Punjab, many of them like Robert Napier, Alex Taylor, and (far more junior) Arthur Lang, all

military engineers, who in the Public Works Department were responsible for a crash

programme for building roads, canals and camps for what was in effect an army of

occupation.Lang was simply a junior executive officer at the time, but he had considerable

responsibilities: the maintenance of the cantonment [barracks] of Mian Mir, some five miles

from the city of Lahore, as well as for all engineering works in the city of Lahore and in the

British administrative enclave of Anarkullie which lay between the two. The work was hard, but

it was typical of the duties undertaken by young Bengal Engineer officers of that time. What

made it more interesting than most appointments was that Lahore was at the very centre of the

administration of what was to prove the key province in the year of the Mutiny.It was Lang’s

second appointment, and he had been there since August, 1856. The life he followed was

typical of life in an Indian station. He would be up by six, out for a ride (often on his new horse,

Herat, a ‘vicious’ animal of which he was gradually ‘proving himself the master’), followed

perhaps by a visit to one of the regimental coffee shops [a social gathering over an early

breakfast], then work, either in his little office in Lahore or in Mian Mir, from about seven until

two, broken only by a mid-morning breakfast. After tiffin [light luncheon], his afternoon would be

taken up by reading, practising on his clarionet or teaching himself the concertina. He would

dine (the main meal of the day) in the late afternoon either in his own house, or more often as

a guest at one of the regimental messes or one of the families at Mian Mir or Anarkullie.In the

early evening he would always take some physical exercise, either racquets or gymnastics at

which he was clearly the station’s star. Later he would go to listen to one of the regimental

bands, and ride perhaps on the Mall in the middle of camp with a group of young officers and

‘Ladies’ (His use of the capital letter was significant. He and his fellow officers carried their

formal respect for the women of their social circle almost to religious extremes.). He was an

eligible young man and many officers and administrators had daughters or sisters staying with

them on the station. Lang’s name was apparently often linked with one or another of the

marriageable ladies, but he assured his family he had no intention of marrying till he next came

home on leave, and that could not be for many years yet.The chief excitements of life in Mian



Mir were made up of rumours of romance, or of who was at church each Sunday, or when the

punkahs [fans] would first be used or the ice pits opened. Apart from the occasional broadside

from Sir John Lawrence demanding why Lang had not yet sorted out his predecessor’s

accounts (Sir John was notorious for chasing his engineers, whom he considered spendthrift,

and Lang had apparently inherited a chaotic set of accounts!), life at Mian Mir was as good as

any energetic young subaltern could wish for – or it was until 12 May.LAHORE,

1857CHAPTER 2The Devil’s WindIn 1857 the cantonment of Mian Mir was garrisoned by a

fairly typical mixture of British (Queen’s) and Indian troops. The Indian Army supplied the great

majority: the 16th, 26th and 49th Native Infantry, the 8th Cavalry, and four companies of Bengal

Foot Artillery. Only the 81st (Queen’s) Foot, and two troops of the Bengal Horse Artillery were

units of the British Army.In May, 1857, the senior officers were Brigadier Corbett (in command

of the station in the absence of General Gowan), Colonel Boileau (who commanded the

artillery) and Colonel Smith (who commanded the 81st Foot). Others at the station with whom

Arthur Lang was especially friendly were Captain Robert Wroughton of the Commissariat

Department, Lieutenant Frank Boileau of the 16th Native Infantry (N.I.), and Lang’s

engineering colleagues and assistants: ‘Ski’ Gustavinski, D. Kerwan, and Lieutenant Henry

Gulliver. His closest friend, 2nd-Lieutenant Elliot Brownlow, had just left for Kashmir on an

intelligence mission for Sir John Lawrence.Although in the first months of 1857 there had been

reports of unrest throughout the army in Bengal, especially over the issue of the new

cartridges, this had not caused much concern in Lahore. After all, scarcely a year went by

without reports of unrest somewhere within the Indian Army, and most outbreaks were dealt

with promptly by executing a few ringleaders. So at Mian Mir all was quiet, or so it seemed to

Lang as he wrote his journal on the morning of 12 May.12 May 1857, Mian Mir Nothing

particular has happened. Yesterday I visited works and messes in the morning; worked and

played the clarionet and concertina in the day, gymnastics and a lounge at the Band in the

evening, and dined at Wroughton’s. I heard from Elliot Brownlow that he was going to make his

start for Kagan in a few days.5pm. Since I wrote the above, I have heard some very less

pleasant intelligence, really very bad. You know, tho’ I don’t think I have touched much upon it,

that a mutinous spirit has been pervading the Bengal Regiments: that at Dinajpur, Lucknow,

Meerut, Phillaur and Ambala, regiments have been either mutinying or burning. Well today I

have just heard from Ambala that two Native Infantry regiments mutinied to save some of their

comrades imprisoned for not using the greased cartridges. The Artillery and Cavalry were

called out and the regiments gave up their arms and returned to barracks.Now comes up a

flying telegraphic message: Meerut barracks burned, men risen and have murdered their

officers, regiments ordered to rescue have refused. The Phillaur regiment has made a move to

seize the Sutlej bridge of boats, and an Artillery company march to Phillaur from here

tomorrow. Here comes our danger. The Brigadier is going to disarm the native troops tomorrow

here! This is a fearfully responsible act: tomorrow morning is to be a full parade, the Europeans

and Artillery will be loaded, and who knows but that the three Native Infantry and the Cavalry

Regiment won’t fight? They have done nothing yet, have shown no signs of disaffection.Were I

Brigadier I should draw them up, commend their fine state of discipline, point out the folly and

wickedness of their brother sepoys, and confide entirely in their honour and loyalty to stand by

their officers and Government. As it is, with this disarming, I expect they will rise. Where is this

to end? I can’t believe that the Anglo-Saxon is going to be turned out of India, but a feather’s

weight more on the scale and down it will go.Tonight, too, we all go to a Ball hardly one

knowing the volcano we are here standing over, none perhaps but the Brigadier, Brigade

Major, Wroughton, the Colonels, and I, and poor Mrs Brigadier who is nearly wild with fright.



Wroughton says that Mr Montgomery has come up to point out the danger of a spark causing

the population about here to rise. God grant they don’t and that we are all alive this time

tomorrow: a case of both guns loaded with ball and my swords at the head of my bed tonight.

Even if the men, from pressure of Artillery and Europeans, yield their arms, what is to secure

us from plotting and conspiracy and murder of all of us tomorrow night or the next!I am helping

Wroughton to collect all the carriage he can get to carry off the arms after parade tomorrow:

the Europeans are to escort these to the Fort. Four companies of the 81st take possession of

that tomorrow. I wish the 81st were stronger: they were much weakened by the cholera last

year. God help us! There is really no telling where all this will end. Goodbye dearest Mother for

the present ….Just back from the Ball and will finish and close this in case of accidents. The

evening has passed very pleasantly – a perfect sham of smiles over tears. Half the Ladies were

not present and those who were there could barely disguise their anxiety, while we gentlemen

had to give the brightest picture of the case possible, tho’ they must often have heard pieces of

subdued conversations anything but hopeful.In fact we know exactly what it is. Here are two

regiments of Native Infantry, a wing of a third, and a regiment of Cavalry, before six companies

of the 81st and two troops of Horse Artillery. Will they, innocent men, consent to give up their

arms? I doubt it. I think a volley will be their reply, and how will that matter end? All their officers

are indignant and fully trust their regiments, but of course once disarmed they will become

disaffected. Three hours hence it will be over, one way or another. God grant that there be no

bloodshed.I hope all these dreadful matters will end before the mail goes out, or you will all at

home be in such anxiety about us. Well, goodnight dearest Mother. I think that I had better

have an hour’s sleep.13 May We are all safe at present you see, and this morning’s work went

off without any rising, but still of course we don’t know yet what may happen.I have been

asleep nearly all day, as I got none last night but was in the saddle at daybreak with the

Brigadier and his staff. This morning the Horse Artillery drew up their formidable lines of black

muzzles pointing on to the grand parade, cantonment at their back. The 81st, only six

companies, drew up behind the guns, the 16th, 26th, 49th, and 8th Cavalry, in contiguous

columns facing this line (about 350 or 400 yds off). The Brigadier soft-sawdered them, saying

what splendid regiments they were, how he loved them, how he longed to win their further

honour and to keep their name unsullied, and so he was going to order them to show their

loyalty in laying down their arms.We were riding within a few yards of the line and could see

every face and hear every murmur; but not a sound. Then came the critical moment. ‘Order the

16th to pile arms.’ I looked at the unfortunate N.I. officers amongst their men. We could have

escaped with but one volley, for we were on horseback and could have joined the Horse

Artillery: but what would they have done?‘Grenadiers, shoulder arms.’ Done. ‘Ground arms.’

Done. ‘Pile arms.’ A moment’s hesitation, a few men began to pile; a look at the black Artillery

muzzles must have been decisive: all piled arms. ‘Stand from your arms …. Right about face

…. Quick march.’ Away they went unarmed, the clusters of bayonets glittering under the

morning sun, marking where they had stood and showing their obedience (under pressure

perhaps). Of course, after this the 26th and 49th followed suit in turn, and the Cavalry dropped

swords and backed out of them: then up came the carts, and the arms were carried off. I

galloped to where in the distance the Foot Artillery were drawn up, useless tailors without their

guns. There old Boileau, revolver in belt, was beginning to look cheerful, and poor Mrs Boileau

and the Misses were waiting anxiously to hear of ‘dear Frank’ in the Grenadiers.So far, thank

God, it is all well, but are we really safe? If these men get maddened (for this is a disgrace,

however much soft-sawder the Brigadier may give) and choose to run amuck among us, they

will have done awful mischief before they can be stopped. They are very much cut up about it



and declare that they would at once, on their own parades, have obeyed orders and given up

their arms, but they are very much hurt at the loaded guns and the Europeans being drawn up

against them. We must be thankful that no émeute took place this morning and trust that all

may end well.I really expect we shall have to spend the hot months in Fort, or send for the 61st

(Queen’s) from Firozpur. Artillery and Infantry pickets and patrols are all over the station and no

natives are allowed to move after sunset. I am going to dine at the 16th mess tonight.I wonder

whether we or you by the time this mail goes out will manage to hear what has happened at

Delhi: it seems doubtful whether we shall be able to receive or send letters. The impression is

that all the Xtian population have been murdered, and the people here, but more particularly in

Anarkullie, dread the same game being played here. Never, I fancy, was so dangerous a

disaffection in the Indian Army before. I hope, dearest Mother, the post and telegraph will be in

play again before next mail goes out, or you will be very anxious if you hear the Delhi and

Meerut news.14 May In the morning I went across to the 49th Mess to hear the news and then

to Wroughton’s. I stayed to breakfast there. As Wroughton and I were discussing the only topic,

in ran the scared servants – ‘Sahibs, the regiments are up and collecting on the maidan [open

plain] to march on Lahore.’Off went Wroughton with a buggy full of swords etc. to the 81st

barracks. I walked out without horse or arms, and joined a detachment of Europeans, marching

along, their bayonets gleaming under something like a sun. I had sent for horse and sword, but

was until their arrival rather a useless party with an umbrella! As we approached the Artillery

lines up galloped the Brigadier saying the alarm was false: the men were bolting to the villages

about. So back we marched.The Horse Artillery had turned out in less than no time, anyhow,

wild to have a brush with the Cavalry who they supposed were coming at them. The Artillery

Ladies all fled in tears and fright to the Artillery hospital. The Fort fired their warning guns: out

from all the offices filed the sahibs, double-barrels in hands, and rode for the Fort: clerks all

bolted to the central jail. The Anarkullie Ladies are in the Fort! Mrs Corbett, who should have

had a dinner party and fed me last night, won’t come out of the Artillery hospital at any price!

The Montgomerys alone stand firm in their isolated place and quite right they are too, I think. I

wonder whether their guests will go tomorrow night: I will (D.V.).Well, what did the men after

all? Evil-disposed scoundrels had been working on the feelings of the mass that the cartridges

should certainly be issued this morning; they are unarmed and therefore helpless: they would

have the alternative, ‘Eat or be blown to pieces!’ So they began bolting: but I fancy by the

evening they were all back again, their officers, the Brigadier etc. having been perpetually with

them, arguing and bringing them to reason.I dined at Wroughton’s and slept there, preferring

that locale to mine in the very midst of the 49th and 16th men’s lines.15 May This morning I

have been here, my little office, writing and playing concertina. The inhabitants of Lahore City

are in such a jolly panic; my baboos [clerks] have been imploring to be let off early, as they

didn’t eat anything this morning, in such terror of the sepoys rising.I wish we could get some

news from Meerut and Ambala. Telegraphic news is just in that at Jhelum a Movable Column is

to be formed to move instantly to any spot showing disaffection. We have also an express from

Firozpur: 45th and 57th N.I. have mutinied; the 10th Cavalry stood by Government. The 10th

and the 61st (Queen’s) broke and dispersed them.
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